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Highlights
• Rotation invariant descriptors based on Local Parameter
Histograms are proposed.
• Two approaches are suggested which produce RI-LPH and
I-LPH descriptors.
• RI-LPH descriptor is formulated by circular shifting the
neighbour values.
• I-LPH descriptor is generated using isotropic Gaussian
Markov Random Fields.
• Both descriptors achieve higher classification accuracies
in invariant texture analysis.
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ABSTRACT
Local Parameter Histograms (LPH) based on Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRFs) have been suc-
cessfully used in effective texture discrimination. LPH features represent the normalized histograms
of locally estimated GMRF parameters via local linear regression. However, these features are not
rotation invariant. In this paper two techniques to design rotation invariant LPH texture descriptors are
discussed namely, Rotation Invariant LPH (RI-LPH) and the Isotropic LPH (I-LPH) descriptors. Ex-
tensive texture classification experiments using traditional GMRF features, LPH features, RI-LPH and
I-LPH features are performed. Furthermore comparisons to the current state-of-the-art texture features
are made. Classification results demonstrate that LPH, RI-LPH and I-LPH features achieve signifi-
cantly better accuracies compared to the traditional GMRF features. RI-LPH descriptors give the
highest classification rates and offer the best texture discriminative competency. RI-LPH and I-LPH
features maintain higher accuracies in rotation invariant texture classification providing successful ro-
tational invariance.
c© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Texture feature extraction mainly aims at formulating ef-
ficient discriminative texture descriptors (Petrou and Sevilla,
2006; Tuceryan and Jain, 1998). Texture analysis has been
extensively studied in recent years and a large number of tex-
ture feature extraction techniques have been developed (Cohen
et al., 1991; Nixon and Aguado, 2008; Varma and Zisserman,
2009; Zhao et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2010; Liu and Fieguth,
2012; Lei et al., 2014; Qi et al., 2012; Hinton and Salakhutdi-
nov, 2006; Cimpoi et al., 2014; Simonyan et al., 2014). These
methods can be roughly grouped into four main categories,
namely statistical, structural, spectral and model based feature
extraction methods (Xie and Mirmehdi, 2008).
Model based methods use generative models to represent
images, with the estimated model parameters as texture fea-
tures. GMRF is a popular model based texture feature extrac-
∗∗Corresponding author: Tel.: +44 (0)23 8059 8867; fax: +44 (0)23 8059
4498;
e-mail: cd6g10@ecs.soton.ac.uk (Chathurika Dharmagunawardhana)
tion scheme with an analytically and computationally efficient
parameter estimation process (Tuceryan and Jain, 1998). The
parameter estimation is achieved via Least Square Estimation
(LSE). The model parameters of GMRF model, also known as
traditional GMRF (TGMRF) descriptors, have been employed
in successful texture classification and segmentation (Chellappa
and Chatterjee, 1985; Manjunath and Chellappa, 1991; Xia
et al., 2006b,a; Mahmoodi and Gunn, 2011). TGMRF features
describe spatial pixel dependencies which is a primary char-
acteristic associated with texture. However, these features ig-
nore some important structural and statistical information about
the texture and have performed poorly (Ojala et al., 2001;
Hadjidemetriou et al., 2003; Pietika¨inen et al., 2000; Petrou
and Sevilla, 2006; Liu and Wang, 2003). Therefore in recent
work, we proposed Local Parameter Histogram (LPH) descrip-
tor which is an improved texture descriptor demonstrating sig-
nificant improvement in characterizing texture compared to the
TGMRF descriptors (Dharmagunawardhana et al., 2014b) .
LPH descriptors however, are not rotation invariant. Thus,
in this paper our main contribution is to achieve rotation in-
variant texture features based on LPH descriptors. Rotation
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invariant texture features are primarily required when the con-
sidered texture instances are comprised of rotated versions of
the original texture. These type of scenarios can be found in
many applications, for example, in medical image texture, in
natural image texture as well as in synthetically produced rota-
tion variant texture database classification. We introduce two
new rotation invariant texture descriptors known as Rotation
Invariant LPH (RI-LPH) features and Isotropic LPH (I-LPH)
features. RI-LPH descriptors are suitable for directional texture
analysis while I-LPH descriptors are ideal for isotropic texture
description. RI-LPH descriptors are constructed using a local
circular neighbourhood shifting process and I-LPH features are
based on Isotropic GMRFs (IGMRFs). Furthermore, this paper
illustrates comparative generalized classification performance
of TGMRF, LPH, RI-LPH and I-LPH descriptors and compar-
isons to the current state-of-the-art texture descriptors.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and section 3
briefly explain the TGMRF features and LPH descriptors re-
spectively. Section 4 introduces the rotation invariant texture
descriptors and in section 5 results and discussions are pre-
sented. Finally the conclusions are given in section 6.
2. Traditional GMRF (TGMRF) Descriptors
Let Ω = {s = (i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W} represent the
set of grid points on a regular lattice corresponding to an image
region of size H×W which is pre-processed to have zero mean.
The intensity value of the pixel at the location s is given by ys
and N denotes the set of relative positions of its neighbours. For
simplicity only the square neighbourhoods of size n × n pixels
are used here for N and n is a positive odd integer value. Then
the local conditional probability density function of GMRF is
given by,
p(ys|ys+r, r ∈ N) = 1√
2piσ2
exp
− 12σ2
ys −∑
r∈ ˜N
αry¯s+r
2

(1)
where y¯s+r = (ys+r + ys−r). The pixels in symmetric posi-
tions about the pixel s are assumed to have identical parameters
(Petrou and Sevilla, 2006; Bouman, 2009). i.e. αr = α−r with
r ∈ ˜N where ˜N is the asymmetric neighbourhood (Zhao et al.,
2007). αr is the interaction coefficient which measures the in-
fluence on a pixel by a neighbour intensity value at the relative
neighbour position r and the variance parameter σ indicates the
roughness of the texture. The model parameters of conditional
GMRF model are estimated using LSE. Overlapping n × n re-
gions sampled from the image region Ω also known as the es-
timation window, are used to generate sample observations for
LSE. In texture classification the Ω region will be same as the
entire region of a texture image. The interaction parameters
α = col[αr |r ∈ ˜N] and variance parameter σ are given by,
α =
∑
s∈Ω
y¯s y¯Ts
−1 ∑
s∈Ω
y¯sys
 (2)
σ2 =
1
|Ω|
∑
s∈Ω
(
ys − αT y¯s
)2 (3)
where vector of neighbour values of ys located at s is y¯s =
col[y¯s+r |r ∈ ˜N] and |Ω| is the number of observations used in the
estimation process (Manjunath and Chellappa, 1991; Dharma-
gunawardhana et al., 2014b). The vector of model parameters,
f = [αT , σ]T is constant over the domain Ω and has been used to
characterize the texture (Chellappa and Chatterjee, 1985; Man-
junath and Chellappa, 1991; Mahmoodi and Gunn, 2011). Fig.
1a illustrates the TGMRF feature extraction.
3. Local Parameter Histogram (LPH) Descriptors
Parameter estimation stage of the TGMRF descriptors suffers
from producing estimates that are biased and over-smoothed
when the GMRF model do not capture the underlying data gen-
erating process (Gupta et al., 2008). This reduce the texture
discriminative power of TGMRF features. To deal with this,
in (Dharmagunawardhana et al., 2014b) we proposed LPH de-
scriptors which produce more descriptive features. LPH feature
extraction has two main stages: i) local parameter estimation
and ii) histogram construction.
The local parameter estimation stage is similar to the
TGMRF parameter estimation, however it is spatially localized
to a smaller area Ωs (Ωs ⊂ Ω) and is carried out at each pixel.
In (Dharmagunawardhana et al., 2014b) the spatially localized
estimation window, Ωs is proposed as a square window of size
w × w with w selected as w = 2n − 1, where n is the neighbour-
hood size defined in section 2. The small estimation window
Ωs leads to a small sample size and therefore, the local estima-
tion process may become inconsistent. Tikhonov regularization
is applied to find approximate solutions to ill-conditioned prob-
lem (Bjo¨rkstro¨m, 2001; Dharmagunawardhana et al., 2014b).
Therefore, the local parameter estimates are obtained by mini-
mizing the regularized sum of square local errors and are given
by,
αs =
∑
s∈Ωs
y¯s y¯Ts + c2I
−1
∑
s∈Ωs
y¯sys
 (4)
σ2s =
1
|Ωs|
∑
s∈Ωs
(
ys − αsT y¯s
)2 (5)
where c is a constant and is called the regularization parameter
and I is the identity matrix. By addition of the term c2I in equa-
tion (4) the inconsistency which may arise from matrix inver-
sion subjected to small sample sizes are alleviated. The model
parameter estimates, fs = [αTs , σ]Ts are depend on the location
s and generate spatially varying parameter estimates. Sliding
window estimation is used to achieve estimates at each pixel
location s. If one of the parameters from the parameter vector,
fs is considered in the spatial domain, Ω, a parameter image, F j
can be defined as F j = { fs( j)|s ∈ Ω} where fs( j) ∈ fs. The nor-
malized histogram of each parameter image F j is directly used
as the LPH descriptor. The concatenated LPH feature vector is
given by,
h = [h(1)T , . . . , h( j)T , . . . , h((n2 + 1)/2)T ]T (6)
where h( j) is the normalized LPH of jth parameter image, F j
(Dharmagunawardhana et al., 2014b). Note that (n2 + 1)/2 is
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Fig. 1. Construction of (a) TGMRF descriptors, (b) LPH descriptors, (c) RI-LPH descriptors and (d) I-LPH descriptors.
the number of model parameters in fs including the variance
parameter. Fig. 1b illustrates the LPH feature extraction.
The LPH descriptors can be considered as scale invariant
features up to some degree due to the histogram construction.
However, they are not rotation invariant.
4. Rotation Invariant Texture Descriptors
Over the last few decades an increased amount of atten-
tion has been given to invariant texture analysis, and several
methods for achieving the rotation invariance have been pro-
posed. Based on the techniques of achieving rotation invari-
ance, the texture features can be grouped into two main cat-
egories namely, rotation invariant directional texture features
and omnidirectional texture features.
Rotation invariant directional texture features include texture
features that measure directional characteristics of texture, yet
are rotation invariant. Discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) is
one of the popular choice of achieving rotation invariance. Be-
cause the DFT is invariant to translation, by performing DFT
on a feature vector containing features from different orien-
tations results in a rotation invariant directional feature. For
example, Deng and Clausi (2004) use the DFT of the feature
vector obtained from An-isotiopic Circular GMRF (ACGMRF)
model as rotation invarient features. In filter based texture
feature extraction, after obtaining the responses of directional
filters, techniques such as maximum response (Ahonen and
Pietika¨inen, 2009; Varma and Zisserman, 2005), Fourier trans-
form (Greenspan et al., 1994) or polar transform (Haley and
Manjunath, 1995) have been used to achieve rotational invariant
features. Polar plots and polarogram is another approach based
on polar transformation. Furthermore, feature distributions of
locally invariant features such as linear symmetric auto corre-
lation measures, related covariance measures, rotation invariant
local binary patterns and gray level difference have been suc-
cessfully employed as rotation invariant features (Pietika¨inen
et al., 2000). The local features are made invariant based on
neighbourhood operations such as circular shifting. Unlike,
omnidirectional features, these features preserve directional in-
formation.
Omnidirectional or isotropic texture features are constructed
independent of the direction. The simplest approach of achiev-
ing rotation invariance in this way is by using invariant or
isotropic statistics such as mean, variance and intensity his-
togram. Haralick et al. (1973) propose computing omnidirec-
tional features from gray level co-occurrence matrix and May-
orga and Ludeman (1994) employ isotropic texture edge statis-
tics based on circular levels or neighbourhoods. The features
extracted from filter responses achieved via isotropic filter ker-
nels have also been proposed and higher texture classification
rates have been reported (Porter and Canagarajah, 1997; Zhang
et al., 2002). Furthermore, model based approaches such as Cir-
cular Simultaneous Auto Regression (CSAR) and its extensions
Multiresolution Rotation Invariant Simultaneous Auto Regres-
sion (MR-RISAR) model(Kashyap and Khotanzad, 1986; Mao
and Jain, 1992) are introduced which employ isotropic model
parameters as texture features. The problem with these ap-
proaches is that the directionality, an important characteristic
of the texture, is lost when an isotropic feature is formulated.
Thus, these features are more favourable with isotropic textures.
Nevertheless, they are generally computationally less expensive
than the rotation invariant directional texture features.
Here we consider two techniques to achieve rotation invari-
ant texture features based on LPH descriptors. These two ap-
proaches represent the two categories of rotation invariant fea-
tures discussed above. Circular neighbourhoods are considered
here which are defined by equally spaced neighbour pixel val-
ues located on a circle with a radius r. The neighbour values
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Fig. 2. Rotation invariance by circular shifting.
are calculated using bilinear interpolation similar to Ojala et al.
(2002). The number of neighbours in a circle of radius r is
referred to by p.
4.1. Circular Shifted Neighbour Method
The rotation invariant features generated by circular shifting
the neighbour values are named here as Rotation Invariant LPH
(RI-LPH) features. RI-LPH descriptor is a rotation invariant
directional texture feature. The neighbour pixel values in the
neighbour vector y˜s = col[ys+r |r ∈ N] is circularly shifted based
on the neighbour difference vector ds = col[|ys+r − ys| |r ∈ N].
The difference value is the absolute difference between a neigh-
bour value and the considered centre pixel. The number of cir-
cular shifts to perform is calculated from the ds by counting
the shifts until the first element of the ds vector becomes the
maximum difference value. Then the neighbour vector is cir-
cularly shifted by that number of shift counts. This process
causes rotating the entire circular neighbourhood according to
the direction of maximum difference value. This leads to a ro-
tation invariant neighbour set zs at location s. The algorithm
for circular shifting neighbours is shown in Algorithm 4.1. The
circular shifting process is graphically illustrated in Fig. 2. Sub-
sequently, usual spatially localized LSE process is carried out
as in LPH Dharmagunawardhana et al. (2014b). The local pa-
rameters estimates can be achieved via the equations (4) and (5)
by replacing y¯s by z¯s where z¯s = col[zs+r + zs−r |r ∈ ˜N].
Algorithm 4.1: Circular Shifting Neighbour Values()
shi f tS ize = 1;
shi f tCount = 0;
while ds(1, 1) , max(ds)
do
{
ds = circShift(ds, shi f tS ize);
shi f tCount = shi f tCount + 1;
zs = circShift(y˜s, shi f tCount);
The estimation window size w is selected similar to the LPH
descriptors Dharmagunawardhana et al. (2014b). For a given
r, the value of n can be written as n = 2r + 1 and therefore,
w = 2n − 1 becomes w = 4r + 1 in terms of r. The differences
between associated variables of constructing square neighbour-
hood based LPH descriptors and the circular neighbourhood
Table 1. Different attributes associated in construction of LPH and RI-LPH
descriptors
attribute LPH RI-LPH
neighbourhood square circular
neighbourhood size n (r, p)
estimation window size w = 2n − 1 w = 4r + 1
rotation invariance no yes
based RI-LPH descriptors are shown in Table 1. After perform-
ing localized parameter estimation, the histogram of each pa-
rameter image is constructed and concatenated to form the final
feature vector. Fig. 1c demostrates the construction process of
RI-LPH feature.
4.2. Isotropic GMRF Method
The second approach to achieve rotation invariance is by us-
ing IGMRFs, known as Isotropic LPH (I-LPH) descriptors. I-
LPH descriptor is an omnidirectional texture feature. IGMRF
models the non directional isotropic textures in a simplified
GMRF rotational invariant framework with only two model
parameters (Kashyap and Khotanzad, 1986; Dharmagunaward-
hana et al., 2014a). The parameter estimation is simple and fast
compared to the GMRF model. IGMRF model is given by,
p(ys|ys+r, r ∈ N) = 1√
2piσ2
exp
− 12σ2
ys − α∑
r∈N
ys+r
2

(7)
where α and σ are model parameters. At each pixel, the local-
ized LSE process is carried out in a similar way to the RI-LPH
descriptors using estimation window of size w = 4r + 1. The
local parameter estimates are given by,
αs =
∑
s∈Ωs
(
ys
∑
r∈N
ys+r
)
∑
s∈Ωs
( ∑
r∈N
ys+r
)2 (8)
σ2s =
1
|Ωs|
∑
s∈Ωs
ys − αs ∑
r∈N
ys+r
2 (9)
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Table 2. Summary of texture datasets used for classification.
dataset no. of images total image
name classes per class images size(pxls)
BRODATZ 32 20 640 64 × 64
OUTEX 24 180 4320 128 × 128
CURET 61 92 5612 200 × 200
The simple forms of the solutions obtained for model pa-
rameters given by (8) and (9) can be easily implemented and
efficiently computed. After the parameter estimation, the two
parameter images are used to construct the normalized his-
tograms. Fig. 1d illustrates I-LPH feature extraction.
5. Results and Discussion
Texture classification is performed based on three commonly
used texture datasets, namely Brodatz (Valkealahti and Oja,
1998; Brodatz, 1996), OUTEX TC 00000 (Outex Texture
Database, 2007) and CURET (Dana et al., 1999). We use BRO-
DATZ, OUTEX and CURET to identify these in subsequent
discussion. Each texture dataset represents a good mix of fine
to coarse textures. The number of texture classes and samples
associated with each dataset is shown in Table 2. All the images
are histogram equalized before extracting the texture features.
The classification experiments are carried out using k-nearest
neighbour (kNN) classifier with k = 1 and L1-norm distance
metric. The mean and standard deviation of classification accu-
racies obtained for 100 random splits of equal size training and
test sets are reported. Subsequently invariant texture analysis is
carried out.
Table 3. Classification accuracies: Comparison with TGMRF descriptors.
The mean classification accuracy and the standard deviation achieved from
100 repetitions of classification problem with equal size randomly divided
training and test sets.
Dataset method
TGMRF LPH RI-LPH I-LPH
BRODATZ 68.1 92.4 98.0 94.4
±2.10 ±1.55 ±1.03 ±1.25
OUTEX 79.3 97.6 99.7 99.4
±2.11 ±0.87 ±0.11 ±0.18
CURET 67.4 89.1 95.6 89.4
±0.76 ±0.53 ±0.36 ±0.57
5.1. Comparison to TGMRF Descriptors
First the classification accuracy of GMRF based texture de-
scriptors with neighbourhood size is analysed and is given in
Fig. 3. Clearly LPH descriptors achieve a significant improve-
ment over TGMRF descriptors. From Fig. 3a,c and e, it can
be seen that in general the accuracy increases for three datasets
when neighbourhood size n increases with both TGMRF and
LPH features. However, roughly after n = 9 the accuracy does
not increase any more which conveys that low order features
Fig. 3. Texture classification accuracy with model order n and radius r. (a-
b) BRODATZ, (c-d) OUTEX, (e-f) CURET dataset. Note that estimation
window size, w for TGMRF is the image size [6], for LPH it is w = 2n − 1
[16] and for RI-LPH and I-LPH it is based on w = 4r+1 at each level. p = 8
is fixed for all levels. Number of bins used for histogram construction is 10.
play a main role in texture characterization. From Fig. 3b,d and
f on the other hand, the accuracy slightly decreases or remains
unchanged with increasing r for RI-LPH and I-LPH descrip-
tors. This illustrates that nearby neighbour pixels have a higher
correlation with the considered pixel relative to the far away
neighbours. Therefore it suggests that nearby neighbours are
more important for texture feature formulation. However, the
rate of accuracy reduction with r is small. Furthermore, Fig. 3
illustrates that RI-LPH descriptors perform better than I-LPH
descriptors.
Fig. 4. Texture classification accuracy: Comparison with TGMRF descrip-
tors.
Fig. 3 demonstrates that when the features from different
neighbourhoods are integrated, a higher classification accuracy
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Fig. 5. Texture classification accuracies: Comparison with other texture descriptors. (a) BRODATZ, (b) OUTEX, (c) CURET dataset.
Table 4. Comparison of classification accuracies (%) of some existing tex-
ture descriptors with RI-LPH and I-LPH descriptors.
method dataset
BRODATZ CURET
LBP (Ojala et al., 2002) 97.1 93.3
SH (Liu and Wang, 2003) 84.6 86.4
LBP HF (Zhao et al., 2012) 97.4 90.6
PRI-CoLBP (Qi et al., 2012) 96.6 99.2
DeCAF (Cimpoi et al., 2014) 97.9
RI-LPH 98.0 95.6
I-LPH 94.4 89.4
can be achieved. Therefore, for RI-LPH and LPH descriptors
r = {1, 2, 3} feature sets are chosen as the texture descriptors.
For TGMRF and LPH however, we are limited to use n = 7.
This is mainly because when n = 7, it gives satisfactory lev-
els of classification accuracies and it is also necessary to con-
sider the computational cost associated with large neighbour-
hood sizes with many neighbours. Table 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate
the classification accuracy of each descriptor under this setting.
It is clear that RI-LPH descriptors perform better compared
to other features because it is both rotation invariant and well
suited for directional textures. Furthermore local parameter dis-
tribution based features, LPH, RI-LPH and I-LPH descriptors,
are significantly better than TGMRF texture descriptors.
5.2. Comparison to Other Texture Descriptors
In this section, we compare the segmentation performance
of proposed features with other standard texture descriptors.
The local binary patterns (LBP) is one of the popular state-of-
the-art structural texture descriptors in texture analysis (Ojala
et al., 2002). Also filter based Gabor texture descriptors are
another well known method in texture analysis which closely
relates to the biological vision system (Liu and Wang, 2003).
These methods have been extensively analysed and used in
many studies and applications in image processing and com-
puter vision (Zhang et al., 2002). Some studies have also
pointed out that these texture features can perform better than
the TGMRF features (Ojala et al., 2001; Hadjidemetriou et al.,
2003; Pietika¨inen et al., 2000; Liu and Wang, 2003). Therefore,
rotational invariant uniform local binary patterns (LBP) (Ojala
et al., 2002) and spectral histograms (SH) (Liu and Wang, 2003)
are employed in our study for the comparison. These features
represent structural and spectral texture feature domains respec-
tively and are also constructed based on local feature distribu-
tions.
Intensity information is not integrated, allowing accuracy
comparisons purely based on texture information. The clas-
sification accuracies are illustrated in box plots in Fig. 5. Ac-
cording to Fig. 5 RI-LPH features have the best accuracies for
all datasets with lowest inter quartile range. I-LPH descriptors
demonstrate lower performance than RI-LPH, because I-LPH
descriptors ignore directional information and are more suit-
able for isotropic textures. For SH descriptors a notable reduc-
tion of accuracy is observed. This may be the case that the
filter set is not optimal, despite the fact that it is a fairly large
filter set. However, optimal filter selection is a challenging ex-
pensive process. Also we have intentionally avoided using the
intensity histogram, which may reduce the performance of SH
descriptors. Nevertheless, LBP descriptors perform well for all
the three datasets.
More comparisons of classification performance of RI-LPH
and I-LPH descriptors with some important texture features are
shown in Table 4 . Based on these results we observe that
GMRF based RI-LPH and I-LPH features are competitive with
other existing texture descriptors. However, PRI-CoLBP shows
superior performance on CURET dataset. The difference be-
tween the performance of our algorithm and that of PRI-CoLBP
for CURET dataset in Table 4 can be explained by noting that
in (Qi et al., 2012) colour information is used in their classi-
fication, while our simulations are based on purely grey scale
images. It is also noted that the SVM classifier used in (Qi
et al., 2012) is generally more powerful than the kNN classifier
employed here.
In order to analyse the efficiency of each feature extraction
method, the time consumption for feature extraction is exam-
ined. Here, the time elapsed to extract texture features from a
texture image of size 200×200 in a Matlab R2013a environment
running on a 2.67 GHz CPU with 12GB RAM is reported. Fig-
ure 6 highlights the time consumption comparison. From the
Figure 6 it is observed that LPH, RI-LPH and I-LPH descriptors
are computationally expensive compared to the other features.
This is one of the weaknesses of local parameter distribution
based features compared to TGMRF descriptors. Because lo-
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cal parameter distribution based features involve local parame-
ter estimation at each pixel and additionally have a histogram
construction stage, the computational cost is relatively higher.
Nevertheless, the difference between the computation times of
TGMRF features and LPH, RI-LPH and I-LPH descriptors are
a few seconds. Therefore, the computation of LPH, RI-LPH
and I-LPH descriptors are still practically reasonable.
Table 5. Classification accuracies achieved with different rotation angles as
the training set (maximum and minimum values are in bold font).
training descriptor
angle LPH RI-LPH I-LPH
0◦ 56.7 94.4 94.2
5◦ 60.5 94.2 93.9
10◦ 61.9 93.5 94.5
15◦ 61.7 95.3 94.6
30◦ 47.5 95.2 93.9
45◦ 44.8 90.1 91.4
60◦ 43.0 91.5 92.5
75◦ 46.8 94.1 89.2
90◦ 45.4 89.7 82.7
5.3. Rotation Invariant Analysis
Finally, the performance of rotation invariant texture classi-
fication is considered. The OUTEX dataset which has textures
from nine different angles namely, 0◦, 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦,
60◦, 75◦ and 90◦, is used for this task. Each angle has 20 sam-
ple images, hence 180 (= 9 × 20) samples per class (see table
2). The texture samples from one particular angle is used for
training and rest of the samples are used for testing. The clas-
sification accuracies are shown in Fig. 7 and Table 5. It can be
seen from Fig. 7 that RI-LPH and I-LPH descriptors achieve
rotational invariance compared to the original LPH descriptors.
In general, with the LPH descriptors which are not rotation in-
variant, the accuracy remains between 40 − 60% across all the
tests with different rotation angles for the training set. How-
ever, with RI-LPH the accuracy is between 90− 95% and when
I-LPH is used the accuracy is between 80 − 95%. Therefore,
Fig. 6. Time elapsed to extract texture features from a image of size 200 ×
200 using different texture feature extraction methods.
RI-LPH and I-LPH descriptors can be employed as rotation in-
variant texture descriptors.
Fig. 7. Classification accuracy with the training angle θ.
6. Conclusions
Two rotation invariant texture descriptors based on LPH fea-
tures, namely RI-LPH and I-LPH are proposed here for im-
proved texture discrimination. The novel features are tested in
texture classification with comparisons to the TGMRF, LPH,
LBP and SH texture descriptors. This is the first study that
use LPH, RI-LPH and I-LPH features in texture classification.
These features demonstrate superior generalized classification
performances compared to the TGMRF features on large tex-
ture datasets. RI-LPH features gives the best classification rates
which also outperform the LBP and SH features. Therefore, RI-
LPH features have a higher texture discriminative capability. I-
LPH descriptors on the other hand perform better than LPH and
SH features. I-LPH features are more suitable for characteriz-
ing isotropic textures. Both RI-LPH and I-LPH descriptors pro-
posed here maintain higher classification accuracies in invariant
texture analysis and illustrate their rotation invariant abilities in
comparison to the LPH descriptors.
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